
Our holidays
Sunvil is a family-run travel company, now in its second generation, and we like to 
think that our approach to holidays is refreshingly unique.

As passionate travellers ourselves, we have chosen to only offer holidays to 
destinations with which we have an affinity and where we have travelled 
extensively. We believe it is our responsibility to pick the best value 
aaccommodation and experiences on offer so that you can focus on the most 
important aspect of travel - that is to look forward to your adventure and to 
savour each moment. 

Our promise is to take you away from the crowds and place you amongst the locals 
and amidst the most wondrous scenery. We want you to discover the real Sao Tome
and Principe and to fall in love with the country in much the same way we did.

We cater for individuals and handcraft each holiday, solely for you.

AActivity holicay on Sao Tome and Principe: With mile-upon-mile of palm fringed
golden shores, you would be forgiven for thinking that Sao Tome and Principe is solely
a destination for  beach lovers. This could not be further from the truth. The densely
forested landscape and nutrient-rich waters hide a pristine environment that is just
waiting to  be discovered by outdoor enthusiasts. Our nine night activity holiday 
includes a boat trip to the awe-inspiring Bay of Needles, an island tour, turtle watching, 
a hike and free time for paddle-boarding, swimming and independent exploration.

CCulture and tradition itinerary: A former Portuguese colony, the islands have
an unique culture and spirit; the creole love of life, colourful festivities and importance 
of story-telling it is fascinating. Sunvil’s ten night trip places you amongst the locals
and immerses you in their local culture and traditions. Learn a traditional dance, gain
an understanding  of traditional herbal medicicnes and enjoy island tours and visits to
cocoa plantations - including chocolate tastings, of course.

A food lovers escape: Inspiredb y the natural landscape, international chefs rene
the best  of the islandthe best  of the islands’ produce, creating seasonal menus bursting with avour. During
our 12 night trip you will divide your time between Lisbon, Sao Tome and Principe. 
Included is a cocoa tour, a visit to a coffee plantation, a cooking workshop and more
gastronomic experiences. 

Contact us
Tel: 020 8758 4722 
Email: discovery@sunvil.co.uk
Facebook: Sunvil / Twitter: @sunvilteam / Instagram: @sunvilteam
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